TECH SHEET FROM
PRODUCTS
CORPORATION
Genesis used in lithographic chemicals and inks is a registered Trademark owned by Amerikal in 27
countries.
All chemical products sold by Amerikal are formulated and manufactured at Amerikal Products Corp 2115
Northwestern Avenue Waukegan, Illinois 60087. There are no outside blenders.

GENESIS

LITHOGRAHIC FOUNTAIN SOLUTION CONCENTRATE

THINK™ used in Lithographic chemicals and inks is a United States Registered Trademark of Amerikal
Products Corporation.
Product:

THINK™ + HR
Water Based Concentrate designed for press use when mixed in water. Water source
can be Tap, Filtered Tap, DI, RO, or Distilled

Use:

Web Offset Printing

Various:

Product color is blue. Blue color is a tell-tail food grade dye that signals levels of
Chlorine by color change from purple to clear pH of the concentrate is 3.9 @ 68 deg
f. and highly buffered.
Weight of the product is 8.89 lbs per U.S. Gallon
Product should be stored away from direct sun light or excessive heat due to liquid
expansion in a sealed container. Container should not remain open for long periods
due to evaporation and possible air borne contamination
Sealed product has a 12 month shelve life
Amerikal Genesis chemicals are identified by National Fire Protection
Association, Quincy, MA. Outside the NFPA flags and by the approval of NFPA
Amerikal has by pictogram supplied the appropriate personal protection for handling
Genesis Products. The NFPA and Pictogram are on product SDS and Labels.
Amerikal Genesis chemicals are listed for off-hour-shipping-handling by
CHEMTREC. Amerikal is a member of CHEMTREC. CHEMTREC emergency
number is listed on all labels and SDS
On the Genesis product label is a control number or batch number;
• First two digits designate the day of manufacturing.
• Second two digits designate the month of manufacturing.
• Third two digits designate the year of manufacturing.
• Fourth digit designate the tank used in manufacturing.
• Final letters designate the Genesis Product and if the product contains HR
(High Release Additive).
On each Genesis Product manufactured an laboratory or out-turn sample is
maintained for 16 months coupled to both printed and digital QC data and formula
data.

